ECSCA Field Trial Committee
Tuesday, June 14, 2016
8:00 p.m. Eastern Time
NFC, FC Aikane Hokulani "Lani"
Owners: John M. Bishop &
Susan Takemoto
Handler: Paul McGagh

Members Present: Vicky Thomas, Deb Strohl, Mike Schroeder, Keith
Meissner, Pete Rizzo, Dennis Joannides, Absent: Terry Reckart,

2016 FIELD TRIAL COMMITTEE

1. Call to order
Vicky Thomas
FTC Chair & Western Region
gigvicky@aol.com
Pete Rizzo
Eastern Region
workingdogs10@yahoo.com
Deb Strohl
Central Region
debstrohl@gmail.com
Keith Meissner
Secretary & Member At Large
pkjmeissner@yahoo.com
Dennis Joanni des
Member At Large
djoannides2@gmail.com
Terry Reckart
Member At Large
osbllc@roadrunner.com
Mike Schroeder
Member At Large
besbeam@hotmail.com

STANDING COMMITTEES :

NCC 2016 Chairperson
Chris Dartt
cjdartt@msn.com
Gun Committee, Chairman
Tom Calabrese
eagleare@verizon.net

2. Approval of Minutes
3. Approval of the agenda
4. Unfinished Business

Pete discussed the recent sequential trial in Maine . He
A.
felt that the trial went well and things moved along giving credit to the
longer horseshoe shaped course of approximately 42 flags. He said there
were 16 Cockers entered and they were able to complete all of the
Cockers in one round. Pete added that both the cover and the judges were
of the best quality. There were over 51 dogs in the event on Saturday and
the awards were presented at 8pm. And on Sunday with 47 dogs the trial
was over at 5pm.

Pete cautioned that the 50 dog numb er was about as large an entry one
could safely accommodate as any more dogs would increase the chance
that this type of trial will not be able to be completed. He also
commented that the weather was good, but it could have been a disaster if
the temperat
Pete felt that the quality judges were the draw and helped boost the
number of Cocker entries. He credited the Maine Club for a wellorganized event.
Scheduling of Field Trials :
B.
reviewed and we noted that the weekend of Sept 17 th and 18 th have trials
in all 3 regions at the same time, noting that North Dakota changed

Field Trial Club of America (Austerlitz) as the newly organized Euclid
Sporting Spaniel Club draws its membership as the committee members
are from the east. And, overlapping events affect trialers who are on the
edge of a region and have the option to attend either of the trials in the
adjoining regions, possibly lowering the entrants of one trial and boosting
the other club.
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These are the dates that are now approved by the FTC for the Fall Calendar:
On September 8/9th
Maine Spaniel Field Trial Club/Dresden Maine
On September 10/11
Cascade English Cocker Spaniel Fanciers Club/Washington
Central Wisconsin Sporting Spaniel Club/ New Glarus,
Wi sconsin
On September 17/18
North Dakota S porting Spaniel Club/ Menoken, North Dakota
ECSCA/Euclid Sporting Spaniel Club (in for
mation using the ECSCA license)
Cocker Spaniel Field Trial Club of America, The Austerlitz Club New York
On September 24/25
ECSCA/Door County Spor ting Spaniels, Jacksonport, Wisconsin
Patriot Sporting Spaniel Club/ Granville, MA
On October 1/2
Fox Valley English Cocker Spaniel Club, Reedsville, WI
Spaniel Association of Western New York/ Darian Lake, New York
On October 8 /9
Minnesota Hunting Spaniel Association, Baldwin Wisconsin
On October 15/16
ECSCA Event in Tyrone PA
On October 26 to conclusion
ECSCA National Cocker Championship in Forada Minnesota

Vicky suggested we begin to organize the spring calendar so we can see open dates, proposed trials etc. and
hopefully this would aid all of the trial clubs looking for dates. Deb stated that there was a lag in the
submission of events and the subsequent posting of the dates on fieldcockers.com. Vicky stated that a
calendar with proposed dates of trials and events would help trial clubs to know what weekends were open
and give field trial people the ability to plan ahead knowing the date events are slated. Deb stated that clubs
are already scheduling their judges for the spring of 2017 so most clubs would be able to have a proposed date
as well.
Dennis and Deb felt that if the FTC had our own page on the website we could see what trials there are and
where and if the FTC Members/Regional Representati ves could access this calendar it would make it easier to
approve trials. Vicky stated that the Cockers are growing out of usable field trial weekends and this is a good
problem to have. Pete, Deb and Vicky will work on putting together a spring 2017 calendar of proposed
trials; this will help to find any open weekends for clubs that are looking to host a trial. But, we also note the
same old problem of trial clubs moving dates from one year to the next.
C. Gun Committee

The FTC reviewed their position on the vote that occurred at their

attempting to accomplish is to have an identified individual acting as the Gun Captain for each of
the 2 different gun teams alternating in the field during an NCC. Without an individual identified
as the Gun Captain of each of the teams, who does a person contact when the Gun Captain is not in
times.

cause confusion. Mike moved to amend original proposal to 1 Gun Captain with an Assistant
Captain at the NCC with either the Gun Captain or the Assistant Gun Captain in the field at
all times. The Gun Captain is responsible for all the Guns and Shooting safety at the NCC.
The NCC Chairman will select the Gun Captain; The Gun Captain will then choose an
Assistant Gun Captain. Those names will then be provided to the FTC for approval as part
of their proposal. There was no second.
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Motion to allow an NCC Chairman to opt for either Option A: a
Gun Captain and Assistant Gun Captain with either the Gun Captain or the Assistant Gun
Captain in the field at all times. The Gun Captain is responsible for all the Guns and
Shooting safety at the NCC. The NCC Chairman will select the Gun Captain; The Gun
Captain will then choose an Assista nt Gun Captain. Those names will then be provided to
the FTC for approval as part of their proposal. or Option B: 2 Co-Gun Captains with the
same provisions for duties and selection. Pete seconded the motion. A vote was taken and it
was unanimous.
T his will allow the NCC to have an identified individual in the field at all times.
The FTC will begin choosing the Regional Gun Representatives at the next meeting.
D. The FTC reviewed a possible 2016 NCC Budget. Information about the 2017 NCC should be
sent by Dominique Savoie to the FTC by mid -July.

5. New Business:

A. HOFDennis noted the nomination process for the Hall of Fame had changed and asked Keith
and Pete to comment. They reported the HoF Committee had eliminated the Nominating Committee so
now HOF nominations could be directly sent to the HoF Committee hoping it will make the process
easier for people to submit nominations. The nomination forms are located on the HoF website. Keith &
Dennis suggested that Bethann Wiley as the Chairwoman of the Hall of Fame Committee be invited to
the FTC meeting on July 12th to update us about the HoF and the proper procedures.
B. Should we create a Test for Cockers after the AKC Seminar like the one used by the Springers?
Deb felt that judges should have years of experience in the field and we should not have a test that
want a collection of inexperienced people attending a seminar and taking a test to be able to judge.
Dennis stated that a person should have approx. 5 years of experience at least running field trials before
they can judge. Pete and Keith both agreed that years of experience in the field are more important than
taking a written test. The FTC voted not to institute a written test for judges.
6. Adjournment

10:08 pm EST

A. Next FTC Meeting June 28, 2016 8:00 pm EST
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